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Funny cartoon video app



Make your own cartoon story, record your voice or attach any music and then generate a beautiful animation on your Android device. We have some very powerful and playful tools to start your animation adventure. You can instantly create breaking news, game design or a gorgeous family album, or anything else you
can imagine! This is the age of animations and cartoons. Over time everyone wants to create their own animated videos with ease and fun. The following are the most qualified and beneficial android apps for making and editing cartoon videos. You can win, have fun and be your own star by using these apps with minimal
effort. FLIPACLIP This is one of the most downloaded apps worldwide by Android users. This app has over 10 million downloads. It provides you with different drawing tools and you can also customize the canvas size. The application works at the beginning from frame to frame. You can share your videos with your
friends in different apps. They also host contest events for their users and you can win exciting prizes through that. Its simple controls are easy to learn and powerful enough to bring your animation ideas to life. TOP FEATURES • Draw with simple tools; (Shapes, brushes, lasso, text fonts, ruler, etc.) • Different canvas
sizes • Pen support • 3 free layers/10 layers for payment • Frame viewer • Overlay grids • Add or edit audio or voice recording • Animate images or draw on top of clips. • Save as MP4 or GIF. • PNG sequences with transparency. Download DRAW CARTOONS 2 The cartoon creation process becomes easy through this
app. The best features that this app can provide is the addition of music or voice over your created cartoons. You can use your character library to bring you changes and make your own. You can also create cartoons from scratch. Creating smooth animations by keyframes is a special feature of this application. Most
features are free, but you can unlock some special features by purchasing them. The app was released in 2015. Your item editor has the AutoSaving feature now and have fixed its many nasty bugs now. Download STICK NODES This app is basically inspired by the famous pivot stick figure animator. The app is gaining
popularity among young animators. The app allows young animators to create their movies based on stick figure that can be exported as MP4 videos and even as GIFs. You can choose more natural colors for your characters, zoom in and out to make them look real. Interesting dialog boxes can be added with
animations. Using its sound effects you can give your animations a touch of reality. The number of large downloads make this app more interesting. This is also a great app for learning animations for all newbies. Download TOONTASTIC This is the most interesting app for. All you have to do is create your cartoon, move
it around the screen, tell your story while you do that and this app will record your animations and voice in a 3D video for you. Anything as easy as Definitely not. The features of this app are unlimited, the top plus is its toy toolbox which has a billion characters that increase your imagination. You can mix your soundtrack
with your favorite songs. 3D videos can be shared anywhere. Download ANIMATE IT – Cartoon Videos Apps This is such a useful application for people who want to animate in their free time, for professional animators, for game content creators, for storyboard artists and for students. The application is the simplest of all
controlled simply by the fingers. You can rotate the camera, zoom in, zoom out, and move the character's body parts made by their two fingers. You can add the desired backgrounds to the animations. For each clip, you set the number of cycles and the automatically added amount between frames for smoothness and
playback speed. Download ROUGH ANIMATOR is a hand-drawn animation app for Android. This application has several different features that includes layers of its animations to preview them. You can customize your tools and create special brushes according to your needs. The app is useful for professional animators
as well as novices. The app is easily available in the app store for Android users. You can add lip sync by importing audios into your app. They control frame rate and resolution, and you can add flash and post-animation effects. They have a new feature of adding the splitting of selected drawings to a new layer.
Download PIXEL ANIMATOR – Cartoon Videos Apps is one of the best and most renowned cartoon video makers and GIF creators. This app provides more than just pixel art creation, you can convert previous images and animated characters into pixel arts by using this app. You can add unlimited frames to your GIFs.
You can transform and share your tools by tapping only the screen. This application allows you to create animations from scratch and edit a previously created GIF with ease. This app also provides you with the feature of sharing your cool content with other people. Download ANIMATION DESK The best feature of this
application are its 46 brushes that you get. This app is incredibly easy and interestingly fun to work with. Create drawings by using your fingers and the app turns these drawings into interesting animations for you in just a few steps. You can create your animated work by your own choice, using your own imagination. They
provide you with grading color palettes and brushes of adjustable sizes along with the option to add background. You can mix different layers of animations in a scene. Support 9 layers. PUPPET PALS HD – Cartoon Videos Apps This app takes you into the world of puppets and more puppets. You can spend several
hours playing here, collecting puppets, creating incredible puppet stages, dressing and coloring them. There are three types of puppets here Bob the puppet boy, Maria the puppet girl and Bruno the dog puppet. There are over 10,000 downloads for this app which makes it an interesting one. Download PLOTAGON
PLOTAGON Cartoon Videos Magic app apps with being your actors and stories come to life. They provide you with interesting background, dresses and accessories to make your own characters. You can bring your fantasy world into real life and surprise people with your ideas and talent. You can share your innovative
stories with the world by this app. Download These were some interesting apps to create your own animations. Now creating funny characters is a piece of cake for you using these apps. Try them and show the world your hidden talents and imaginations. Choose your favorite and show people what you're capable of.
There were times when it wasn't so easy and practical to do animation for a normal person. But now time has changed so much, you can easily create animation and GIFs on your smartphone using perfect animation apps. These apps help you easily make perfect animation video using photos from your gallery. You can
also use animation apps like cartoon apps to make cartoon photos of your friends, family and others. As we know that today animation is used in all areas legally and it is so easy to make a perfect animation for anyone. Read also: Vine Editor Apps Are you looking for an application that allows you to create perfect
animations or cartoons with your self-invented characters? Here in this article we are listing the 15 best and most popular animation apps for Android and iOS users. These apps help you easily make the perfect animation and cartoons on your smartphone. Creating fun memes, and guarantee it is fun for most people, but
they think about how they do it. Animation apps will help you create memes, gare dueros and others in less time without having a professional knowledge of animation creation. Now check out the top animation app for Android and iOS users. Toontastic is one of the best animation apps developed by Google for Android
and iOS users. It is a perfect app that allows you to draw, animate and narrate your own cartoons on your smartphone. It's easy to use app where you have to move your characters on screen, tell your story. Toontastic records your voice and animations and stores it on your device as a 3D video. It has an amazing 3D
drawing tool that allows you to design your own characters for free. Download From PlayStore Download from iTunesPicsArt Animator is a GIF app and video maker that allows you to create animations and cartoons on your Android or iOS device. You can easily click snap using your 3D camera apps and use them to
create beautiful video animation on your smartphone. Allows you to draw animations frame by frame and view the animation timeline with the playback mode option. There are some advanced drawing and sketching tools listed in this app that you can use to make beautiful animation video for free. Along with these you
can also use multiple layers for complex animations and also control the length and speed of the animation. Download from PlayStore Download from iTunesI can animate is a slow motion animation app by Kudlian Software for Android and iOS users. It is available with both free option and purchase with different
features. Using this app you can easily make your own animations and save them and share them with your friends and family. It has all the video editor based options like copy, paste, undo, redo, edit, delete and others available. Along with these you can also preview the captured frames in the scrollable timeline.
Download from PlayStore Download from iTunesAnimation desk is another animation application that allows you to create animations and cartoons on android or iOS device. It is a free and easy to use application where you can easily frame the animation from scratch, or create animations in videos, images, PSD layers.
There are over 45 different brushes that helps make a unique animation in different shapes. One of the best features of this application is to allow you to import video and photo into your animations and also make animation in layered form. Download from PlayStore Download from iTunesStop Motion Studio is a popular
animation app for android and iOS users that allows you to make animation video on your device. It is an easier app to get you into taking stop motion movies for Android and iOS users. It is also used as slow motion video app to make slow motion video with different video editor options. App has a lot of attractive
features, which makes it very easy to get into stop motion video. It has different modes like overlay mode, grid mode, built-in movie editor and others. Download From PlayStore Download From iTunesFlipaClip is a Cartoon Animation app developed by Visual Blasters LLC for Android and iOS users. It makes you relive
your childhood and express your creativity or professional skills in a much cooler way. You can easily draw your own cartoon using frame-by-frame animation. Along with the video it also allows you to import, add, delete audio to make a unique animation video. It supports the most popular formats like MP4, GIF, IMAGE
SEQ so you can build animation in popular file format. Download from PlayStore Download from iTunesAnimoto is a popular slideshow maker app for Android and iOS users that allows you to easily make the slideshow on your smartphone. It's a perfect app that helps you turn your memories into movies. You can easily
add different photos from gallery and add music to make a beautiful video or photo animation. One of the best features of this app is to provide the option to edit music before using it in your video. There's 100 different and unique slideshow styles with licensed music library to make free slideshows. Download From
PlayStore Download From iTunesGIFMob is an animated GIF maker app for androids and iOS that allows you to make unlimited animation for free. It is a perfect application that allows you to stop motion gif, MP4 and save and share them with your friends, family and others. It is an amazing animation app developed by
PHOTO3DLAB with both free and app to buy with lots of different features. Now it is very easy to make animation using the camera or selecting images and save stop-motion as GIF or animated video file. Download from PlayStore Download from iTunesRoughAnimator is a paid animation app for Android and iOS users
that allows you to make hand-drawn animation on your Android or iOS device. Using this app you will be able to draw animation frame by frame so you can easily select and delete any frame when needed. It is a powerful animation app for professionals and also easy to use for beginners. Provides the option to add an
unlimited number of layers to make an animation with the audio and video import feature and export the animation to the video, GIF or image sequence in quick time. Download from PlayStore Download From iTunesAnimation Amino for MAP is one of the animation apps for Android and iOS users with lots of unique
features to use. It is a perfect application that allows you to chat with strangers using animation. You can also share your projects, find inspiration, get the latest news and meet other collaborators. You can easily make a unique animation on your smartphone and share it with your fans to get more followers. If you don't
have any knowledge about animation creation, then provide tutorial so you can easily learn and make animation for free. Download from PlayStore Download from iTunesStick Nodes is a great animation app developed by ForTheLoss Games, Inc for Android and iOS users. It is a free and easy to use app that allows you
to create stickfigure animations on your Android and iOS device. It is a powerful stickman animation app with automatic frame interpolation, make your animations smoother instantly option. You can easily add sound effects using sound effects apps to the frames of your animations, make epic movies. Along with these it
provides you with the virtual camera to move and zoom, make your cinematic animations. Download from PlayStore Download from iTunesMovepic is a popular photo movement app for android and iOS users that allows you to easily create live photo with animated effect. It is available with both free option and purchase
with many features. Bring fabulous photos and gifs into your social life with various animated effects and beautiful filters. You can easily animate anything in photo loops by simply drawing a path, and make your images still in stunning loop photos and cinemagraphs. Along with these it also allows you to adjust the speed
of photo animation loops. Download from PlayStore Download from Desk Classic is another great animation app for Android and iOS users that allows you to create animated videos on your device. It is a great application that allows you to create hand-drawn frame animation. It's easy to use app that doesn't need any
experience for animation created course. This app comes with friendly and beautiful user interface that provides realistic scene for animation creation. Along with these provides several paintings paintings pressure sensitive with pencil, crayon, fountain pen, three types of brush and eraser options. Download from
PlayStore Download from iTunesStick Fight is a great animation app that allows you to easily get the animation game on your Android and iOS device. It is available with both free option and app to buy with different features so you can get different animation options. It is a great app developed by NetEase Games that
provides a physics-based online/sofa fighting game. It can also be used as no WiFi game so you can use it as an offline game. It provides hilarious battles with up to 3 friends with 100 fun maps, dozens of fun weapons, such as weapons firing snakes, or bomb that explodes itself, and unlimited ways to die. Download
From PlayStore Download From iTunesAnimatic is also a great animation app developed by Doodle.ly, Inc for Android and iOS users. Allows you to create hand-drawn animations on your device. It is simple enough for a beginner, powerful enough for a professional for anyone to use this app on their device. One of the
best features of this application is to provide the option to export animations to animated GIFs, video and PSD. You can also create animations using our frame-by-frame editor and repeat frames as needed. Animatic was designed to offer creators an elegant experience in bringing their ideas to life through moving image.
Download from PlayStore Download from iTunes iTunes
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